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Targus AMM174AMGL stylus pen 13.6 g White

Brand : Targus Product code: AMM174AMGL

Product name : AMM174AMGL

Tablet, iPad (2018 and later), White

Targus AMM174AMGL stylus pen 13.6 g White:

Write, draw, and scroll with ease using the Antimicrobial Active Stylus for iPad®. The durable POM tip
provides a natural pen-like experience, allowing you to write and draw accurately and comfortably.

And thanks to its palm rejection functionality, you can rest your hand naturally on the screen and write
as smoothly as you would on paper.

The Active Stylus requires no drivers or Bluetooth® connection to function. Simply touch the stylus to
activate – or leave idle for 5 minutes to trigger its power-saving Sleep Mode.

Charge for 90 minutes and enjoy 10 hours of continuous working and 90 days standby time.

For an added benefit, this stylus features Targus’ DefenseGuard™ Antimicrobial Protection, an infused
protective finish to the material that creates a cleaner surface and protects the stylus.

Features

Device compatibility * Tablet
Brand compatibility * Apple
Compatibility iPad (2018 and later).
Product colour * White

Weight & dimensions

Weight 13.6 g

Weight & dimensions

Width 9.6 mm
Depth 9.6 mm
Height 165.1 mm

Packaging data

Quantity per pack 1 pc(s)

Logistics data

Harmonized System (HS) code 84733080
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